openQA Tests - action #65322

cooordination # 65313 (Resolved): [SLE][functional][y][epic] Extend automated testing coverage for full installer

**[functional][y] Enable USB install scenario for the Full medium**

2020-04-06 10:07 - riafarov

| Status:   | Resolved   | Start date:       | 2020-04-06 |
| Priority: | High       | Due date:         | 2020-05-05 |
| Assignee: | syrianidou_sofia | % Done:         | 0%         |
| Category: | New test   | Estimated time:   | 3.00 hours |
| Target version: | Milestone 35+ |          |            |
| Difficulty: |            |                  |            |

**Description**

**Motivation**

It's clear that users might use USB for the Full medium installation, especially as it doesn't fit on DVDs.

We should enable it same way as online.

**Acceptance criteria**

1. USB install scenario is enabled for the Full medium
2. Test plan is updated accordingly (https://gitlab.suse.de/qsf-y/qa-sle-functional-y/-/blob/master/SLES_Integration_Level_Testplan.md)

**History**

#1 - 2020-04-06 10:15 - riafarov
- Copied to action #65325: [functional][y] Enable detect_yast2_failures scenario for the Full medium added

#2 - 2020-04-06 10:15 - riafarov
- Copied to deleted (action #65325: [functional][y] Enable detect_yast2_failures scenario for the Full medium)

#3 - 2020-04-06 10:32 - riafarov
- Copied to action #65331: [functional][y] Change gnome_http gnome_self_signed_https gnome_smb scenarios to use Full medium repos added

#4 - 2020-04-06 10:35 - riafarov
- Copied to deleted (action #65331: [functional][y] Change gnome_http gnome_self_signed_https gnome_smb scenarios to use Full medium repos)

#5 - 2020-04-08 08:40 - riafarov
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Workable
- Estimated time set to 3.00 h

#6 - 2020-04-15 17:18 - syrianidou_sofia
- Assignee set to syrianidou_sofia

#7 - 2020-04-20 15:09 - syrianidou_sofia
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress

#8 - 2020-04-21 08:43 - riafarov
- Due date changed from 2020-04-21 to 2020-05-05

#9 - 2020-04-21 13:19 - syrianidou_sofia
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
Test enabled for x86_64 legacy and uefi, for Full medium. Verification runs:
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4144825
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/4144826

#10 - 2020-04-28 13:17 - syrianidou_sofia
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved